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1. CLASSICAL THEORY

The relativlatic string is a one-dimensional extended object whose

energy density Is Interpreted aa tension. It can either be open or

closed. If the former, then the free ends, at which the tension

vanishes, must move at the speed of light. These lecture* treat only

closed strings, whose Interactions are somewhat sinpler. Hotion of the

classical relativlstic string is governed by an action principle

s - - .. (1)

where X (o ,o ) describes spacetime history with v , a being

parameters on the world sheet. Spacetime 1* flat with Hlnkowski metric,

n . The world sheet of a single closed string has the topology of a

cylinder. (Mora generally, where several string* are involved, the
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world thaat would becoaa a natwork of linked cylinders.) The world

sheet intrinsic metric tenior, g^o, is an auxiliary variable which can

be eliminated from the claaalcal discussion. Variation of (1) gives

up to an undetermined scale factor. Eliminating g , reducea (1) to

the Naabu-Goto fora.

\ d2o /- det

There are two local symmetries of Si

1) general covariance (with respect to reparsmetrlzatlons, a -* c')

2) local scale In variance, or klayl resca lings, of the aetric,

X"(o) - (2)

There la a rigid symmetry vhlch Include* the tranalatlont,

X"(o) * X*(o) + bv . n • 0.1,...,0-1 (3)

and nay al*o include Lorentz tranafomationa. However) If aoae of the

coaponents XM take their values on a coapactifled apace auch a« a

torua or orblfold, then the Lorentc tranaforawtiona will be reftrlcted

to the remaining coaponenta. Thla May be the way to obtain a realistic

four-diaensional theory. (Otherwise one aay conteaplata replacing

ri with tuv(
x)> th» BMtrlc tensor of a Rieaannlan apacetlne. One

ia then led to consider g a* a dynaalcal variable. We shall not

pursue this here.)

The uniqueness of (1) should be aaphaaited. Ho other reperaaetri-

zation andWeyl Invariant interactions which admit the rigid trans*

lations (3) can be constructed froa g and X,
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When the string is quantized two things happen. Firstly, the

spectrum becomes discrete with mass levels given as integer multiples

T (a classically irrelevant parameter). Secondly, the local

tries can be broken by anomalies. Correlation functions can be

computed for the quantized variables, Xu(o), and they generally have an

anomalous dependence on g . . This non-classical effect, the

Liouvllle mode, aay eventually have a role but at present string

theories are designed to avoid it. Cancellation of the so-called con-

foraal anomalies determines not only the critical dimension. D » 26,

but alao the spectrum of masses.

The classical equations of motion from (1) are

65

4X"
(4)

- w - i ««* «T v v
- 0 . (5)

These equations are generally covariant. In two dimensions there is

no analogue of Einstein's equations; the metric tensor, g^, carries

no degree of freedom, it can be (almost) gauged away.

Classically,it is possible to choose co-ordinates on the world

sheet such that, at leaat locally.

g da" doP - 2p do+ do' (6)

where p(o) i« a local function. In theae co-ordinates, the Eqs.U)

and (S) become very simple.

- 0 (*')

O+xr - o

(5')
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30 that the XM are free fields subject to two constraints. The

function p ia not determined. Because of the Heyl invariance It too

can be gauged away. To solve (41) it is necessary to adopt boundary

conditiona. Assuming cylindrical topology we require

XM(o+,<T) - X>V

The general lolution of (4*) is then

(7)

-2ino

(8)

The fundamental length, t, Is related to the string tension paraaeter.

and it is usual to choose units such that 1 » 1.

In (8), xu and pM are "centre of mass" position and momentum,

respectively; aJJ and JtJJ are oscillator variables associated with

right-moving and left-moving excitations, respectively. They are not

independent. Mots

-2ino"

where

•fi - «S • i

The constraints (S1) take the fora

(9)

(10)
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where the Virasoro generators L and L are defined by

Ln "
dp' e 2 i n o (> X ) 2

• i E %,• (in

and siailarly for L . Notice that the n • 0 components of the

constraints(

- 0 (12)

serve to detemine mass of string states in teras of oscillator

strengths. It Is not yet clear whether the negative values of -p are

eliminated by the constraints. This is because the variables a^ and

aM can be further restricted by a aore refined choice of co-ordinates
n .
on the world sheet. The co-ordinates a can undergo pseudo-conformal

transformation*.

without altering the form (6).

In light cone co-ordinates

'* - f±(o*)

n dXw dXv
'\iv

where i - 1 D-2 and

X* - -i

-2 dX+ dX* + dX1 dX1

(13)

He are free to choose the functions f. such that,

a + r
i V ^ !ne-2ino"
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and likewise for o , In terms of the new parameters we obtain

X+ • x+ + iip+ (o'- + o'
+) • (14)

The components a^ and an have been "gauged away". The constraint*

(10) can now be solved for a' and a"
n n

«; - h (15)

The n » 0 components give

-p2 - 2p+p" -

n > 0

(16)

which are non-negative, at least at the classical level. The spectrum

of masses is continuous, in the classical regime, being proportional to

the aim of transverse oscillator strengths (squared). In the quantized

theory these quantities will take integer values,

2. QUANTIZATION OF FREE STRING

Quantization of the string is best seen as a two-dimensional gauge

theory problem for which the Faddeev-Popov procedure is appropriate.

Here there are subtleties, however, concerning global features usually

ignored in quantum field theories. For example, depending on the

topology of the world sheet there are globally non-trivial diffaomor-

phisms which may develop anomalies. Furthermore, although it Is

possible to gauge away the tensor g . (reduce it to the form n . ) in

any patch of world sheet, this cannot be done globally. There are

gauge inequivalent geometries which have to be included in the path

Integral tuns.

-T-

As a preliainary, consider the canonical quantization of the free

fields X M ( O , T ) on the cylindrical world sheet.

a ft t "J

| „ do dop • do - dt , 0 < o < t, -• « t < «,

The canonical

at equal i,

itust is P » T 8 XH . The usual commutation rule

(XM(a), Pv(a')l - i n"" i(o-o') (17)

can be read in terms of the Fourier components defined by (8),

i n

m 6 stfn.O

SnVl • - W o "'
uv

(18)

all others vanishing. These operators are realized in a Fock space

whose ground state [0^ is defined by

aUl 0^ * "Ul0^ " 0. n • 0,1,2,... (19)

Other states in the space are obtained from by applying

excitation creation operators o_ , "a^

operator exp-ikx which shifts the

n - 1,2,... and the boost

turn , p + p + k.

Among the states created we expect to find physical one-string

atatea. They should be characterized by the constraints (10). The

Vlrasoro operators I

"a (11) except for n
n

and h are well defined in tents of a andn n
0 where there is an ordering ambiguity. It is

convenient to normal order, i.e.

* If the string is moving on a torus, R IT, where 1" is a lattice
of translations on BD. then x ~ x + 2n nlej where n1 - integers and
ej form the basis of I". In this case, in order for the operators
exp ikx to be single valued on RD/r we must restrict k to points
on the dual lattice, r* . In this way, the centre of nass momentum
components associated with compactifled directions, become discrete.
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(20)

n > 0

It is not possible to require that all

physical states as suggested by (10).

satisfy the algebra

and annihilate the

This is because the operators L

- (m-n) fy (»3-») (21)

so that I and L_ have no conaon eigenvectors for n >• 2. The
Virtsoro Algebra (21) is derived using operator product methods in Sec.5.

A weaker version of the constraints, analogous to the Gupta-Hleuler

quantization of QED, is to require only that matrix elements of l>n and

L R (n fl 0) between physical states should vanish. In fact, physical

states are required to satisfy the subsidiary conditions

Unl> * LJ> "
and

(22)

These equations are the quantum version of (10). The determination of

the quantum value of LQ and LQ la a subtle problem (see Sec.8)

-PZ (23)

where N is an Integer which counts the transverse excitations,

* For a derivation see Sees.5 and S.

** A suggestive argument for the value LQ - 1 can be Bade in the
light cone gauge. Here the dynamical variables are the transverse
xi, pi, ai, 3n and *", P+ . The state

has transverse polarisation and ought therefore to be nassless, i.e.
k" - kJkJ/2k+ . If so, then LQ - to - I on this state. Hence the
modified constraint (22).
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n > 0

(24)

n > 0

The tachyon at N - 0 is an unfortunate defect of the Bose string which

is removed when supersymetry is incorporated.

3. PATH INTEGRAL QUANTIZATION 4)

The world sheet for interacting strings is topologically non-

trivial. Quantization of fields on such a manifold is best discussed

ln terms of path Integrals. The basic integral Is a sun over embedding*

of the world sheet, x"(o), and metrics on it, g (o),

S S S(g.X)
~ J (dX dg) efi (25)

with appropriate functional! of the fields, whose correlations are

wanted, to be included in the integrand. Since S(g.X) is invariant one

must factor out the volume of the gauge orbit. A gauge orbit comprises

all those geometries, g ., which are confornallv equivalent, i.e.

which can be related by diffeomorphisms and Weyl scalings. tt turns

out that each orbit is made up of a collection of disconnected parts,

i.e. there are "big" diffeonaorphisms which cannot be reached by in-

tegrating infinitesimal ones. It also turns out that the distinct

orbits can be labelled by a finite number of complex parameters, the

modular variables. After the infinite volume factors have been

removed the amplitude (25) should reduce to a path integral over con-

figurations X)J(a) and an ordinary finite dimensional integral over

the modular variables. Of these two Integrals the former is relatively

trivial, and the latter is only partly understood. To formulate the

nodular integration it is necessary to discover the measure and the

domain of integration. The measure problem is amenable to the formal

techniques of Faddeev-Fopov gauge fixing which reduce it to the

computation of some functional determinants. The range of integration
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is less understood. The point is that tha fonul techniques for

obtaining tha measure Indicate something of the natura of tbasa variables

but fail to raveal which values ara really inequivalent. A given class

of geometries (orbit) will be represented by infinitely many points in

this space aach point representing a disconnected place of the same orbit

(i.e. equivalent by mans of a big diffeormorphism). The discrete group

whose al—snts relate the equivalent points is called the modular

group . What we need for the domain of integration is a fundamental

res;loo of the modular group (i.e. a region which Include* all in-

equi va lent points but no copies).

In practice the world sheet la usually campactifled In the sense

that asymptotic on-shall string states are represented by the action of

vertex operators, defined as functional* of g(o) and X(o), on a world

sheet without boundaries. Such world sheets ara effectively classified

by the modular variablea. The number of these (complex) variables is

related to the genus, Y , of the world sheet

moduli

if - 0

Y " 1

(sphere)

(torus)

The evaluation of amplitudes is relatively straightforward for i - 0

and will be considered in the following. These are the Shapiro-

Virasoro amplitudes - the case of asymptotic tachyons - and correspond

to tree graphs In ordinary field theory. Amplitude* at i - 1, one-

loop, ara much lass straightforward since there Is a modular variable

to consider. It Is nevertheless possible to give a complete analysis

of such amplitude*. The modular group, SL(2,£) and its fundamental

domain and tha measure are all known. For i >, 2 only partial

result* are available.

* It is of course important to show that the modular integrand
really is the same at equivalent points. I.e. is "modular Invariant".

-11-

Let us Ignore global question* and naively apply tha Faddeev-Popov

method to the infinitesimal diffaomorphiams. He wish to reduce the

line element to the form (6) by imposing the gauge conditions

«++-!.. " 0 • <26)

Tha first step is to Introduce into (25) the hsraless ldantity

1 - 4<g) f (dO) <(g" ) «(l° ) (27)

which involves an integral over the group of diffeomorphisma, Q. The

functional A(g) is invariant. Ilka S(g,Q). This means that, after a

change in tha order* of integration, (25) can be put Into the form,

r r
~ J (dfl) J (dXdg)

g.J 4(g) e
* s<*.x)

(28)

The infinite factor J (dd) should now be discarded. Tha 4-functionals

in (28) imply that the path integral (dg) is effectively reduced to an

integral over the acale factor (dp). Since p 1* acted on by the local

W«yl transformations, one should apply tha same technique of gauge

fixing here a* well. However, the integrand is effectively independent

of p except, perhaps, for an anomalous dependence. On this point it

has bean shown by Polyakov that the anomalous dependence in A(g) is

compensated by tha Integral (dX) if 0 • 26

A(g) (dX) e"

5l2 (29)

i.e. for P • 26 there is no p-dependence and tha Infinite factor J (dp)

can be discarded.

Now consider the computation of tha F-P factor, i(g) . For

application in tha Integrand of (28) we need this functional only on

the subspace. g ^ • g._ - 0, we shall expand about the ldantity,

0 • 1, ualng g® • g.. + ' +t +, ate. to obtain
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- J (d{+ dt>++ dt. dn") « P i

This can be arranged in the standard form

A - J (dbdc) « p ^ f d2o (c~?+b__+ c+V.b (30)

where b and c are antjcoiutlne ghost fields. This factor is to be

viewed as the conformal gauge contribution of the Faddeev-Popov fielda,

whose generally covariant action would be

SFP fe (31)

where c Is real and b ^ la real and traceless. The action (30)

should be added to (1), thereby •edifying the constraints (5'). One

find*

c \ bb + + - b + + (32)

and likewise for T._ . A careful computation of the associated Viragoro

algebra (21) would show the eodlfication D -» D - 26 in the central

tern, which therefore vanishes in the critical dimension.

The computations leading to the Polyakov result (29) or the

equivalent central tern in the Virasoro slgebra are essentially local:

they reflect the short distance behaviour of operator products. Global

properties, on the other hand, are relevant in the evaluation of A.

Indeed, A will vanish if the operators »± have any zero nodes. Since

A is needed only for its dependence on the nodular variables and it is

precisely on world sheets with t i l that the zero modes in b

arise, this is an important problem *, but well beyond the scope of

these lectures. We remark only that greater control over these problems

is achieved by changing over fro* Lorentzlan to Euclidean signature on

* The »ro nodes in c° are associated with confonul invarlances
of sphere and torus only, and are core eaaily dealt with. See below.

-13-

the world sheet. By this dodge, the compactif led world sheet is repre-

sented as a Rieaann surface. The local variables o and o on any

co-ordinate patch are replaced by the complex z and z. The whole

apparatua of confonul equivalence claases, Modular variables, etc.

sketched above, aakes sense only in the Euclidean signature (e.g. the

2-sphere will not admit a Lorentzian metric). We should regard the

Euclidean prescription as part of an algorithm for constructing ampli-

tudes in spacetine, wherein at soae stage, snalytlc continuation froa

spacelike, unphyslcal regions must be made to the physical regions

(a* in ordinary field theory).

An essential part of this program* is the construction of vertex

operators. They arise as follows. Closed strings appearing in the

initial or final states of a scattering process should comprise the

boundary of the world sheet, a set of closed curves. It is assumed

that in the Halt of asymptotic states, these curves can be contracted

to mere points on an otherwise smooth surface, a Riemann surface with-

out boundary. Energy, momentum, etc. being fed into the surface -

i.e. carried by the external particles - is represented at these

points by the action of vertex operators.

The vertex operator is assumed to be the Integral of a local

operator, raparametrization and Weyl invariant, carrying the appropriate

Poincarl quantum numbers.

• i k' x ( o )

where Wft , according to the species of particle being emitted,

(33)

depends on derivatives of x" and on (QB

under rigid translations X(o) •+ X(o) + b .

(It must be Invariant

Hence

VA<k) V/k)

For example,

H

W

for a scalar state (tachyon)

g° 3 3 X"
UV • a

3.X for a tensor state with
p polarization, C (34)
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According to the above discussion, the operators v
A(k} should not

depend on the scale factor, p • J% . It can be shown that

.lkX(a) ikX (35)

The tachyonwhere the normal ordered factor Is Independent of

vertex is then independent of p If k - 8. Similarly the tensor

vertex requires k

p

• 0 a* well as k><C
|JV

0.

An H-string amplitude would be given, schematically, by

1 " (36)

(apart from gauge fixing). A sum over the genus, i, is assumed, with

f being a string coupling parameter.

The aeries of prescriptions described here is assumed to yield

a unitary S-mstri* for the scattering of string state*. To *oma extent

the assumption can be Justified by comparison with lightcon* gauga

results. The result (36) is in a sense simpler than the analogous

formula* In quantum field theory because at each loop order, ft thera

is essentially only one diagram - although it ha* to be integrated

over modular space. (String field theory would hope to represent the

modular integral aa a sum of contributions from modular "sectors"

which correspond to individual diagrams.) At the lowest order, K ™ 0,

the world sheet la a sphere on which all geometries are conformally

equivalent. I.e. there it only one confornal structure on the sphere.

For this case there Is no modular parameter and the evaluation of

(36) becomaa relatively simple.

4. TREE AMPLITUDES

To investigate the 1 * 0 amplitudes it is convenient to represent

the Rlemann sphere by maans of a steraographic projection on the

complex plane. In the usual representation of the sphere by angular

co-ordinates, the line clement takes the familiar form

-15-

d.2 - + sin
!e if2) (37)

where a Is a constant and, for the patch which includes the north

pole, 0 < 9 < i, 0 < y < 2i . A stenographic projection onto the

z-plana is real iced by

z • x + ly - 2a e x r t a

In the new co-ordinates the line element read*

2

(38)

dc dz
(39)

This is conformal to CU{-J with scale factor, p - j fl + - ^

It is straightforward to obtain the Green function C, associated

with the Laplace operator on the sphere

where

(40)

in

The constant term on the right-hand side of ( W ) is due to the tero

mode. The Creen function obtained by integrating (40) is

-16-



C(z.«') - - ̂  In + const. (41)

The correlation function on tha sphere is given by

Xv(2)> - , CU.2) (42)

This function depend* explicitly on the scale factor, and in particular

on the radius of the sphere. Such dependence reflects the non-confonul

nature of the field Xp . To compute something like a multi-tachyon

amplitude, however, ve need to show that the vertex operator*.

V(k) I'1« p eie i k X (43)

•re really Independent of p. The correlation is given formally by

x-0

(44)

An ultraviolet regularization is needed to sake sense of G(o,,o,).

With a short distance cut-off c one finds

GAa,a) • - JJ- tn e + JJ- tn p(o)

The cut-off dependence mist be absorbed in a coupling constant renona-

allcation. The finite anomalous dependence on p is important. When

kf • 8, the dependence on p cancel* fron the vertex operators (43),

because

lk.X(<r.K -kf/8 k. k,/2•j J>- n *v J n K-^I 1 J

(45)

-17-

The tachyon anplitudes are thereby seen to be independent of p if

fc? - 8. i.e.

(2- J d\...< (46)

This Integral diverges owing to a residual SL(2,C) gauge freedom

•pacific to the Rleaann sphere.

4z » a + br + cz2 (47)

with a,b,c being arbitrary complex nunbers. The gauge fixing can

be further refined by siting three of the vertices at specified points

on the world sheet. These are usually taken as

0, i2 • 1 and (48)

In the limit z- * «, terms Iz-i-3-z, | can be discarded from

(46). This is because they become independent of z , j ̂  3, and

also, by momentum conservation,

FT J =31
 3 j - I*3I

 3 • l*3r4 (on shell) -

This factor cancels an F-F type factor which arises in fixing the

three locations. The final result is

M-2

n ]v«/ikj/2
(49)

which is the H-tachyon tree amplitude of Virasoro and Shapiro.
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S. THE LIOUVILLE ACTION AND WOULD SHEET CO-ORDINATE INVARIANTS

In thia aaction we shall show that if the central charge of the

Vlraaoro algebra 1* non-zero the 1-loop effective action will be that

of the Liouville node. We shall derive this result by using the

aethoda of a tvo-diamulonal conforaal field theory.

By a conforaal field theory we understand any two-diaensional sodal

which adults a syaaatrlc traceleas conserved energy aoaentua tensor

If fuch a tensor exist* we can construct the conserved currents

6)

(5Oa)
'f " ', ̂  i

where the functions f, are any solution of

It ia convanier• to use the light cone co-ordinates o* - — (o Jo ) •

Then the conserved charges Bay be written aa "^

"r-iJr J do" J_(o")

a -const

T..(o") , (Sla)

where f (a ) Is any function of o*. Siailar constructions may be

applied to the left aoving fields.

In the quantized theory the operators Qf will generate conformal

transformations via

4»(o) - [Qf,

(Slb>

o,»const

is called a conformal field of weight h if

* The two-dimensional spacetiae will usually be Hlnkovski space.

-19-

«*(o) - f(o") a.#(o) + h 3_f(o')

To generate this transfonsation law we aust have

(52)

{-h 4(oj-o")S.*(o)] • (53)

Having obtained the Co—itator we can give an expreaelon for the short

distance Halt of the operator products. Recall that

where T stands for tisie ordering and we have used the conservation

law 3+ T__ • 0. If we sake use of the identity

±7 -
0

4(o+) 6(o") (54b)

we iaaedlately see that

T(T (o.) •(o)) - . h . « •(<,) + . l . a *(o) + n.s.
1 (Ol - o )2 oj - a

(54c)

where n.s. stands for any non-singular tents as a, - a * 0,

The field T _ is e tensor of rank 2. Hence in principle

Eq.(54c) nay be applied to it as well. However at least on dimension-

al grounds a saall generalization is possible, i.e. we aay add a new

singular tera to the right-hand side of (S&c) which is a multiple of

the identity operator viz.

T(o) n.s.

(55)

The constant c is calculable. The Virasoro algebra is obtained by

rewriting the T-product in the coaautator fora

o)| - 2tif- yj a'- 4(0 - o") T^.

4(o (56)
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Upon Fourier expanding,this conmutator reproduces the Virasoro algebra

in its standard form.

To understand the relation between general co-ordinate invariance

and the conformal anomaly we study the response of the system to a

background gravitational field . For our purpose a linearised

approximation of the gravitational field will suffice. Hence, writing

J . • 1 . t h t the Interaction Lagrangian will be
cip op cip
and the one-loop effective action is given by

,2

- \ h°8T
afJ

1Seff " J ^

to order (h ) where the vacuum polarization, n , Is defined by

fl(p) - J d2o •i*'a/T_Jo) T_,(0) ̂ > • (57b)

From the preceding discussion it follows that

(57c)

Thus If the system contains only left moving modes, the effective

action will be

S,.ff
P?

/ d2P p; (57d)

If c H , S e f, will not be invariant under general co-ordinate trans-

formations. In linearized level these transformations are given by

(58a)

(58b)

where £± are arbitrary functions. Clearly *S e f f 4 0. As

axbiguous up to the addition of local polynomials in h
of

to prove the violation of general co-ordinate invariance we must prove

Sflff is

in order

the stronger result that there is no S

S(S«ff + S(>oly) " Op T h* B O I t B < n e r a l

, „,!., such that

poly
Is of the form

-21-

S
Poly

where the constants Aj,...,A4

A4P+P.h+_h+_] ,

must be fixed such that Sefj + S o l

is invariant under (58). It is an algebraic exerclaa to show that

this is impossible for the S „ given by (57d).

Thus we are led to the conclusion that if the system contains the

right moving modes only, a non-vanishing c will necessarily imply the

breakdown of the general co-ordinate invariance.

With a non-zero c a consistent coupling to gravity can be

achieved by including the left is well as the right moving nodes. In

this case the effective action will read

3 3
1 f ") f P* P+

j92t I ̂  p I*. r~ "JJ. "JJ. + cx r~ h_h__ | (60)0- J;
where c_ and c+ denote the values of c for the right moving and

the left moving modes respectively. Now the equation

«(s eff

firstly implies that c+ » c_ • c . We also obtain a solution

Aj - 2c, A2 - A3

The Invariant action is then given by

-4c

(61a)

(61b)

Sinv " Seff + S
Poly

P]
P. -" "

The effective <CT-)> - v^' l s n o w divergence free, 3o
dp

However It is not traceless. In fact

(62)

„•> - o.

(63a)



where g _ la the two-dimensional metric and It
"op

curvature. At the linearized level we have

is ita scalar

(63b)

These elementary Manipulations can also yield the Liouvllle action.

It ia obtained by substituting tha above expreaaion for ,/-g R In

Eq.(6Z). Tha result la

" 15 0
and Sinv - - 5 ^ j d2o^82(p. ThisIn conformal gauge « . • e

ia Polyattov'a reault .

Sq.(62) indicates that if e - 0 there will be no trace anomaly.

In this case in fact S. • 0.

6. FERMI STRING

On the two-dimensional world sheet with Lorentiian signature it

is possible to define Hajorana-Weyl feraions. They are represented

by real one-component fields. On flat Hinkowski 2-spaca with co-

ordinates o* and line element

op da° <• 2 do+do"

the Lorentc group is implemented by

a* - .*»<.*

with real a. Tensors and aplnors are characterized by a weight A

such that

• - ."OA •

where X say be positive or negative, integer (tensors) or half-

integer (spinora). The fundamental Weyl apinora, +t. correspond to

i " t j . All representations are a«lf conjugate (real) so that the

spinors in particular can be real field*.

-23-

An appropriate action functional for *+ would be

s • i / *2° 2 *+i8>+ (6S)

which has dynamical content if * + ia anticoeaHitina. It gives the

equation of notion 3 > + • 0, i.e. t+ is a function of o+, it ia a

left-mover.

On a world sheet of cylindrical topology we expect

*+(o
+ + 1) - t *+(o

+) (66)

i.e. that t+ la either aingle-valued or double-valued on the world

sheet. The aode expansions for these cases are. respectively,

.-21 no*

- — \ «* 2 l r 0

(periodic, R aactor)

(antipariodlc, KS sector)

(67)

In the quantised theory the spinors are assumed to transform as

vectors with respect to the D-dimensional Poincar*' group. The

canonical anticommutatlon rulaa are

(68)

or, equivalently

4r+..O ""
(69)

and the time component, t , will be a troublesome ghost unless sons

appropriate local aysaetry, analogous to the world sheet reparaaatri-

cations, can de-activate it. This is the function of world sheet

suparsymmstry.

The operators, b and d, can be realised in a lock space

comprising two sectors based on tha vacua l°^>n * n d

defined, respectively, by

d|J|O>R - 0, 1,2,... (70a)



(70b)

Excited states are generated by d_j, d^f- *nd b.wj- b-3/2*"' in

the respective sectors. The US vacuum is a singlet as in the case of

Bose string. The R vacuum, however, is degenerate because it must

provide for the realization of the operators d*( . These operators

generate a D-dimen»ional Clifford algebra,

(d£ , dg} • n.*"1 P,v - 0.....P-1 (71)

which mean* they should be represented by 2 dimensional Dirac

matrices (assume even D). Hence the R-vacuum comprises 2 ' distinct

states i > H - 1 2D/2

which d£ acts according to

all of which satisfy (70a) and upon

(72)

It is clear that the components of the 8-vacuum transform as a Dirac

spinor with respect to the spacetime group, S0(1,D-1). These states,

and all their excitation*, generated by the spacetine vectors, d ^

are fermions in the sense that they belong to spinor representations

of the spacetine group. The HS-sector, on the other hand, consists of

bosons.

In a coaplete theory another set of bosons is generated by the

oscillation* of X". These variables also bring in the momentum, k^,

carried by all states, bosonic and fermionic.

It turns out that half of the states generated In the S- and NS-

sectors oust be rejected as unphysical. A justification for this

arises at the one-loop level in the requirement of modular invari-

ance . Historically, it was discovered in the course of searching

for a apace-time supersytMwtry in the string spectra. The GSO
F >

projection consists in discarding those states with negative (-)

Vhere ! denotes a world sheet fernion number

It is defined explicitly in the two sectors by

-25-

where - 2
D'2

•

D-1

0

y
Y (-D l

distinguishes

b r b r

d-n d
n

spacetine

, NS sector

, R sector

chirality.

C73)

To eliminate the unphysical modes associated with r° it is

necessary to invoke local supersynetry on the world sheet. The

complete action functional for (1,1) type aupergravity on the world

sheet (Lorentzian signature) is given by 9 '

+ I (74)

where -„•(«) is the iweibein. Its super-• « n
a e « b ".h * n d

up a p ab
partner is the gravitino, xa- Likewise Xv and »M are superpartners.

All spinors have real components of both chiralities. In addition to

reparametrization and local Lorentz invariance, this action is in-

variant under

+ A e

V (75)

There are altogether four local bosonic symmetries: two world-sheet

reparanetrizations, one local Lorentz, one Weyl (A), These can be

used (locally) to fix the zweibein, e * • 6Q
a. The two supersymnetries

(E ) and the two superconfonual synnetries (n ) can be used (locally)

to gauge away x • In this gauge the action density simplifies to
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(*+».*+ + *.a+*.)] (76)

and the associated constraints, obtained by varying (74) with respect to

h „ and xa> tak* the fora

(77)•+-3+X - 0

and likewise for T and J

Aa for the bosonic atring where the conform*! gauges could ba

refined by u«ing (paeudo) conformal transformations to remove tha

oicIllations from one component, X , there i« here a auper analogue

which allows on* to take •* - 0 . Tha "longitudinal" component •"

can than ba found by solving the feimionlc constraint* J± • 0

(78)

The remaining Independent variables, *] , generate statea of positive

norm.

Tha FaddMv-Popov quantization proceeda by analogy with the

bosonic case. To eliminate the gravitino one chooses a superconformal

gauge where

Xa " V » (79)

The superacala n - analogue of p - should disappear automatically from

tha path integrand, If there are no anomalies. In terms of spin

components, X,

xt3/2 * ° ' *il/2 " nil/2

Tha infinitesimal local supertransforaations would give

3/2 " *3/2 + *1 £l/2

and likewise for X.3y2 •
 ll follows that the F.P factor is

-27-

4 - (dot Tj d«t V_j)
-1

- J - i- f d2
e U J

o y^h h" IB
a » (80)

where p and y are comutlna superconfonaal ghost fields and g is

tracaless, i " ^ - 0. In tha conformal gauge the action density in

(80) reduces to

"3/2 '-1 (81)

Tha total constraint operators are now

V " I<»*»2 + 7 •+ V + " 4 ̂ -l/23+»3/2 " J »3/2M-l»3/2M-l/2

a+x - 2 b ^ . (82)

etc. They define the superVirasoro operators L and either F

(R sector) or G (NS sector). The respective superalgebras are free

of anomalies provided D • 10 and LQ IS ordered such that on

physical states

(0 , R sector

(83)

si > NS sector

It is possible to truncate the world sheet supersymmetry to the

type (1,0) by taking c.j/2 " °- *° that only right Movers are forned

into supermultiplets, 3_X and •.1/2 • Thu*, *i/2 is discarded

along with the gravltini, Xj/2 and H.j/2 ' T h i s t r u n c* t e d system

Is the heterotic string.

7. EVALUATION OF c AND THE CRITICAL DIMENSIONS

In suparconformal gauge the heterotic string action reduces to
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s" k
ib3+c (84)

where fL • 0,... ,d, I » I d, b,c, (4 and jr *re the Faddeev-Popov

gbosta. Tha fields x are conatrain«d to be left moving. 3_x - 0.

The energy momentum tensor which generates the correct conforaal

transformation* la given by

Hence the total c is the sum

c - c " + c* + cib'c) + c ^ ' ^

Each c can be calculated by noting that from Eq.(S5)

_ - i *

(85)

(86a)

(86b)

For example cx Is given by

I

If we substitute

j) x(o)> - -in

where y is a constant, we obtain

Similarly, we calculate the other c's

(87)

(88a)

* The nonullxation of S and T In this section la different from
the previous section*.
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Hence

c - 3 S - 15

c + - d + d" - 26

(88b)

(89a)

(89b)

10

dimensions are non-compact and Hlnkowskian and d • 16 are toroidal the

resulting system will be the original heterotic string theory . We

can however allow some of the d - 10 dimensions to fora a torus. Then

we obtain the Naraln conpactifications of the heterotic string .

Tha supercurrent anomaly

Setting c_ - c+ - 0 we deduce d - 10, d" - 16. If all the d

The action (84) also admits a conserved supercurrent

J a > " I a-cp + \ yb

The global supersynaetry generated by J Is given by

Sx" 40 - } eb

( 9 0 )

4b

3.x11

8.B

4c

* | * c

where c Is a constant anticoenutlng parameter.

The algebra of J Is also anomalous and the anomaly Is given by

(91*)

c can be calculated In the same way as we calculated c. The result

is

? - (d + 10) (91b)

- - jc.

This indicates that c_ » 0^=> c » 0.

(91c)
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The method we used to derive the Liouvllla action can be repeated

to show that for a chiral theory (I.e. a theory involving only left or

right moving modes) a non~vanishing c will violate local super-

syamatry. If the theory is non-chiral then to ensure the lnvarianca

under local supersymmetry transformations we must have c • c+ .

The affective action then will be the super Liouvllle action as derived

originally by Polyakov AK

8. COMPLEX COMPORHAL FIELD THEORY

The real space formulation which we have been pursuing up to now

is useful in understanding the basic points. In practice it proves

very convenient to employ the original complex notation of Balavin,

Polyakov and Zomolodchikov **. Our presentation will closely follow

this paper as wall as that of Friedan Hartinec and Shenker lz'who

further developed these techniques and uaad them to construct the

covariant fermion vertex operators.

The complex confomal field theory associates with every con'

formal field * of weight h a set of normal mode* * n through

• n •
'n+h"1 •<*> (92)

where the Integration contour encircles the origin in anticlockwise

direction. The commutator* are calculated by deforcing the in-

tegration contours

len,*(w)] (93)

where cv encircles w in anticlockwise sense, and the integrand

on the right-hand aide is assumed to be radially ordered. Using this

notation we define Lfi and Gfc by

f dz n+1
(94a)
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To calculate the commutators we only need to know the operator product

expansions. TOT axaaple froii

T ( w )

(n-m) L (nJ-n) & a.O (95b)

J(w) - -M2- J<u)

We have already seen that for superstringa c - y (d - 10). Likewise

from the operator product expansions of T(x) J(w) and J(z) J(v) one

obtains the remaining commutators of the full Neveu-Schwari-Hamond

algebra

(96b)

(97a)

(97b)

J(r) J(W)

The cOBBWtators are

T(w)

"n+k

I,
°k+l,0

where for the superstringa c is given by (91). It should be noted that

tha aubscrlpt k on Cfc takes integer values In the Raaond sector

and half integer values in tha ttoveu-Schwarc aector.

We have already introduced the vertex operators in Eq.(33). Frost

the point of view of complex confomal field theory a vertex operator

is a priaiary conforaal field of weight 1. In general a priawry confomal

field of weight h is defined via its operator product expansion with

T, vie.

TCr) «(»)
(z-w)

+ ~ 3*(w) + n.a. (98)
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This equation is a translation of Eq.(54c) into the complex notation.

It can be used to evaluate the commutator

[Ln>*(w)J - (n+1) h w" «(w) + w
n + 1 3*(w) (99)

For a vertex operator W(w) we have h - 1, hence

[L.. HO)] - W(O) (100)

The asymptotic physical state* are created from a Fock vacuum |0)>

defined by

• n|0> - 0. n £ -h + 1 (101)

Thus if LQ|0> - 0 and |*> - W(0)|0> i» physical then Eq.(lOO)

inpliei that

jj - 0 (102)

This is a physical state condition which was mentioned earlier.

The fact that the physical states are generated by primary

conformal fields of dimension 1 is the root cause of gauge symmetries

In 10-dimensional space-tine. He shall clarify this statement by an

example,

Consider the operator

where Cp 1» a polarization vector. It is easily seen that

T(r) • -*fc*j W(w) + *-J.2+l H(w) + -f- 9W(w) (103b)
(*-w) («-w)

If we restrict k and ( by

k » 0 and k*C • 0 (103c)

then H will be a conformal field of weight 1 and hence an appropriate

candidate for a vertex operator. The states generated by W will be

massless and transverse. The constraints (103c) are necessary for a

consistent description of masslesa vector states in space-time. (Such

-33-

a particle exists of course in the spectrum of the open string.) In a

field theory of mass less vector particles the above conditions are

dictated by local gauge symmetries. Hence we observe that from the

string point of view two-dimensional conformal symmetry Is the origin

of the space-tine gauge symmetries.

9. BRS QUANTIZATION

The BRS method plays a central role in almost all modern approaches

to string quantization. Here we shall discuss its use in the theory of

bosonic strings only . We construct a BRS charge Q which satisfies

the following thrae conditions; 1 ) 0 - Q +, il) Q 2 - 0 and ill) [Q.H]-O,

where H is the time evolution operator. The correct candidate la

(l<)(0 - j ffi : c(z) (T(l<)(z) + i T(b'c)<z)J :T(b'c)< (104)

It turns out that in order to ensure Q • 0 we must have d • 26.

Consider a state |*0^ and set |#x> - Q | ^ . If \^y i* 0

then 0|»j> - 0 . In either case <*il*i^ - 0, i.e. if a state is not

annihilated by Q it Is necessarily a null state.

We would like to show that the states \ + y satisfying the

physical state conditions

n > 0

(Lo-I) [•> - 0

(105a)

(105b)

0.will be annihilated by Q, i.e.

First of all we note that the state |0> introduced above is not

physical as it does not satisfy (LQ-1)|O^ • 0. In fact | 0 ^ is not

even the state of lowest L_ eigenvalue as can be seen from

LQ Cj|0> - - Cj|O> .

In the boson ic string theory the vector |n> • Cj|O> is the

state of lowest LQ eigenvalue. Hence it will be more appropriate to

construct the physical states from JO > . We then let |#> - W|0>

where W is a vertex operator. Substituting the mode expansions
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f

-n+1«*> - Z ..
n

" E L" *"n"2we obtain

< • ' > •E : (cn <•=. • i -. <•-«'> •

Sine* W It assumed not to contain the ghost fields we have

(106a)

(106b)

(106c)

With tha ba lp of E q . ( l O l ) , I . e . c n | 0 > - 0 for n >, 1 and L n j 0 > - 0

for n >, -\,

Q|t> I" X I i C n L V +
n ^ 0

L n < 0

n < 0

Hence tha conditions (105) ensure that Q|»]> - 0. For furthar use*

of Q In the firtt quantitad theory see Ref.12.

10. THE GHOST NUMBER CURRENT AND ITS ANOMALY

The definition of the state |0> via Eq.(lOl) has far reaching

consequences In the ghost sector of the spinning string. We have

already seen that the state c.|0^ haa a lower value of LQ than the

state | 0 ^ , In the fern Ionic string the situation is even sore

drastic. Since, by virtue of Eq.(lOl) Tj^l 0^ ^ 0 we can apply an

arbitrary nuaber of Ti/i operators on (0̂ > and decrease the eigen-

value of LQ by j unit at each step.
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These renarfcs indicate that the ghost structure of the ground state

in string theories is rather complicated. In fact since none of c ,,

c_ or c, can annihilate |0̂ > we observe that the vacuum is indeed

ghostly aa <0|c,1c()c1|0> 4 0 .

This non-vanishing anplitude Is intimately related to the spherical

topology of the world sheet which we have been tacitly assuming so far.

The reason is that the c field haa three nonsalliable zero nodes on

S . Being an antlcossMting field this iaplies that any path integral

over the c-field configurations will vanish unless it violates the c-

ghoat nuabar by three units. What i* the generalisation of this

observation for higher genus surfaces? To answer this question

following Fujikawa we Introduce a ghost nuaber current

it satisfies

j •

b(o)|

c(o)J

1 c b

b(o)

c(o)

Hence if we define the ghost nuaber charge by

A do j(o)

(107a)

(107b)

(107c)

(108)

o -const

Then -1 and qc • +1.

Since j counts the number of feraions it is expected that upon

coupling to gravity ita conservation will be anoaalously violated.

Our aia is to quantify this violation. As in any anoaaly calculation

the phenomenon is due to short distance singularities. Hence it will

be sufficient to study only the linearized approximation.

Consider the correlation

general expression is

/ j T. \ . In p-space the aost

V (109)
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where F, F, and ̂ 3 *re functions of which should be deterninad.F,, F, and ̂ 3 *re functions of p

This expression Is dictated by Lorenti symmetry and the symmetry of

Tg with respect to f) <—y y ,

of T we deduce that ty « 0

However if we require the conservation

and t^ • - p Fj . To determine F1

we examine (109) in the light cone co-ordinate where

(110)

Using the explicit operator formula for J_ and T__ one obtains

<J-(<i1> T..(o)> - 3 _-X . j . Hence

1 »2

Comparing this with (110) we obtain F, •> -6i ̂  . Thus

P

(111)

(112)

On the other hand, O 0
T B t } * ~2t

P

Therefore

-3^ <-v,hBif + v 2 V >
(113)

where g Is the two-dimensional
We therefore conclude that

Jdo+3+<q>

etric and 8 is Its fiicci scalar.

(114)

where T I* the genus of the surface.

Thii result tgrees with the y • 0 case which we discussed above.

Tor r > 2 the right-hand side of (114) Is the complex dimension of

the space of the holoewrphic quadratic differentials on the surface.

We know that the zero nodes of the b-ghost field are such differentials.

Hence the above result adults the following physical interpretation:

The path integral over a surface of y >, 2 (where there are no c-zero
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oodes) will be zero unless it contains a net number of 3y-3 insertions

of the b-zero nodes. The same result can also be obtained from

bosonitation arguments. These arguments play an increasingly important

role in the investigation of mu H i loop amplitudes 15*.

11. ONE LOOP MODULAR IHVASIANCE

The world sheet at one loop is a torus, characterized by a single

nodular variable. The modular transformations are easily realized In

this case and the implications of modular lnvarlance can be followed

In detail. In particular, a new justification for the quantum value

LQ " 1 can be found here. In the case of spinning string, the GSO

projection can also be justified.

Consider firstly the representation of the toru* as a flat plane

divided by a lattice of discrete translations. The line element is

d0°
- (do1 + do2) + ( T 2 do

2) 2

- jdo1 + T do

2)

2|2 (115)

Tj + lT2 ** t h e m o d u l * r variable and points are identifiedwhere T

where either of the co-ordinate* is shifted by a Multiple of 2*

(a1,!*2) (a1 + 2»,a2)

etc. Infinitely many copies of the torus are represented in the

0 ,o plane.

Among the diffeomorphisas of the torus we have the linear,

uninodtilar mappings of the plane

(::)-(:•:]•(-::)(:;)
ad-bc - 1

In the new co-ordinates the line element (1) takes the fom

die)
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ds2

|CT + d|2 Ida'1 + t1 d o Z | Z

vhara + b (117)

If,further, tha coefficient! a,...,d are integers, then tha lattice of

translations identifying tha torua is Mapped onto itself. The new

torus should therefore ba identified uith tha original! the torus

characterized by T' i» conformally equivalent to T . Tha Modular

group of the torn* is isosnrphic to SL(2tE).

Now consider the response of the Euclideanized vacuua amplitude

Z(T) - f(dX) (US)

where S( g,X) is the faolllar boson action, Bad* with the Metric ( U S ) .

As discussed earlier, this Metric tensor can be "transformed away",

locally. For exaapla, dafina tha new co-ordinates

.2 ,2 2" Ol + TjO" (119)

for which - * In these co-ordinates tha Modular parameter
turns up through the periodicity conditions which de'ina the Integral
(118), viz.

+ 2w.t2) - (120a)

(120b)

I*
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The integral (118) is Gaussian. Apart froM a divergence associated

with tha zero aoda, this integral reduces to a deteminant

Z(T) |dx (121)

where V denote* the Laplacian on scalars. In tha new co-ordinates
it is given by

V2X - O 2 + 32) X

and Its deteminant, Oat' , is the product of non-zero eigenvalues.

Dependence of the eigenvalues on t cosas through the boundary

conditions (120). However, If t is re-placed by T', given in (117),

than the original parallelogram in the l}. (2 plane is replaced by a

different but equivalent one. What happens to Z(t) ? It should ba

invariant but this needs to be shown.

The eaaiest way to compute Z is by an operator Method. The

Euclidean vacuua amplitude is constructed fros Matrix •laments of the

operator

e * * e 2 ° (X22)

where P. and P. are the space and time translation generators of

tha two-dimensional fre« field theory derived from the Lagrangian

,0,.l

To obtain Z(T) we oust Euclidaanite. t° * -If and read (120b) as an

lnstrunctioo to identify the state, translated in C by 2IT, and in

i° by 2iit2, a* in (122), and sun over all initial states, viz.

Tr[e l l e 2 j
2.KT, + it2) i (P + P ) - 2»i(tj - it.) j(P0-P,Ke J

(123)

where q , q - «" 2 l i' and
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(124a)

•
(124b)

These ara the n - 0 Virasoro generators discussed earlier (11).

For the quantized string of Sec.2 we defined LQ and LQ by a

nomal ordering prescription. Here we allow then to contain additive

c-nunbers, h, "h, with values to be determined

+ h (125)

n > 0

With these operators in hand it is straightforward to evaluate the

trace (123). Notice firstly that since p 2 and the various oscillator

nuaber operators in (125) coaaute among themselves, the trace

factorizes. For each oscillator the elementary statistical SUB

eaerges x x

Tr

Hence,

FT
n>0

;h

* Our conventions have changed fron Sec.2. Here the parameter
varies fro» 0 to 2» . Also T • 1 i and centre of aa*s ax»entusi is

defined by p" J ff V "
2» . Also T

-J ff V"

-kl-

-D/2

n
n 0

where t\(.r) is the Dedefcind function.

1-20

h * I4 > + IS ,-20

q1/24 FT d-q")
0

T
n>0

(126)

(127)

This function plays a big role in one-loop problems because of its

simple nodular properties (which we shall take as given), viz.

n(t) (128a)

n(t) (128b)

t j D / 2
|"2DIt follows that TJ"'* |n(t)|"'" Is invariant with respect to

particular transformations T •* T + 1 and t •* • 1/T , However, these

are sufficient to generate the entire aodular group (117). In order

to obtain the necessary invariance of Z it is clear that we Bust fix

the c-numbers h and h in a definite way.

At this point we should return to the FP ghosts and evaluate

their contribution to Z. They will have the effect of replacing D

by D-2 in (126). Alternatively, we could use the light-cone gauge.

The end result for the Euclideanized vacuun amplitude, on taking

,-2(D-2) (129)

where D • 26, h - h « -1. The integration region F must be chosen

so as not to contain any equivalent values of r. In view of the

equivalence t -* t + 1 we should require, for exanpla.

- \ < U T S (130a)

and, in view of t •» - 1/t we should also require



M * 1 (130b)

and finally! I» T > 0 can be iapoaed by convention.

The axpreaaion (129) la to b« regarded aa a fonal integration

which aarvea to define the aeaaura on the modular apace for T - 1.

It ia to be uaed In conjunction with correlation functions for the

vertex oparatora in the computation of nultl-atring amplitudes.
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